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NENUFAR as a LOFAR Super Station (LSS)
The LOFAR Super Station (LSS) concept : 
giant local phased array + interferometer
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Antenna radiator & preamplificator
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NENUFAR MODES

With LOFAR backend for LSS mode
With a dedicated backend in standalone mode
Both can be operated at the same time, but if in LSS mode then 
FoV is reduced to a single mini-array FoV (60°-8° @ 10-80 MHz)
Transient Buffer Board (TBB) of LOFAR backend for each mini-
array
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• Giant LOFAR-compatible phased array & interferometer

• 1824 antennas : 96 mini-arrays of 19 antennas each

• Diameter ~400 m

• Collective area ~ 62 000 m2   @ 30 MHz  (∝λ2)

• Frequency range = 10-85 MHz (λ=3.5-30m)

• Broad FoV (8°-60°), pointing -23° → +90°

• Resolution ~ 1° (Standalone) - 0.1 " (LSS)

• Resolutions <1 msec × 1-100 kHz, Full polarization (4 Stokes)

• Sensitivity <10 mJy (10-28  Wm-2Hz-1)  [+confusion]

• SKA-Low  pathfinder

Technical characteristics of NenuFAR
https://nenufar.obs-nancay.fr/

• Phasing / scale : ! antenna! Mini-Array! NenuFAR

• Beaming :! ! ! ~2 π! ! 8° - 60°! ! 0.5° - 4°
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8 bits effective (12 bits)
1 ns time calibration
50 - 350 MHz
Raw waveforms
10 ms buffer (TRG latency)
50 µs readout window
10-20 m grid

NENUFAR vs SKA-EAS specs

SKA-EAS (Tim’s talk) Current NenuFAR
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SM: >10 bits effective (14 bits)
LM:  TBB: 5 ns time calibration

10 - 85 MHz
Raw waveforms: 1/mini-array

? (TRG latency)
SM:   10 µs (  f=100 kHz)

27.5 m grid between M.A.
δ

SM: Standalone Mode
LM: LOFAR Mode



CODALEMA

1.6 km

0.1 km2 - 13 particle detectors
CR validation and/or trigger

1 km2 - 57 radio stations
Autonomous, radio triggering
Antenna made in Subatech, 

LNA chosen for LSS
0.025 km2 - 10 cabled antennas

Compact phased array, external trigger 7



CODALEMA AND NENUFAR
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Standard operation of the standalone instrument, provided 
an ARTEMIS-like post-backend is used - either with LOFAR 
(exists) or local backend (TBD)
Just need to request observing time / write a proposal for an 
observation programme
You’re welcome to do it !
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NENUFAR-LUNAR MODE

Dedicated standalone receiver for transients detection 
 

Cédric Viou, Andrée Coffre, Laurent Denis, Jean-Mathias Grießmeier 
 

Summary: By design, the NenuFAR antenna fields will be used as an independent input stream for 
the LOFAR backend. Alternatively, or in parallel, the data from the NenuFAR arrays can be sent to 
a local backend, LANewBa. This backend will generate simultaneously two output streams: 
Subband data and beamlet data. The design of LANewBa is described, and the specifications and 
scientific use cases for the two types of output data for slow and fast transient detection are 
explained. 
 
The planned data stream of the combination of the French LOFAR station FR606 and NenuFAR is 
shown in figure 1. By design, the NenuFAR antenna fields can be used as an independent input 
stream for the LOFAR backend. The LOFAR backend of FR606 can than be either set to accept 
data from the LBA field, the HBA field, or the NenuFAR antenna fields (using the former “LBL” 
connector in the RCUs). The LOFAR backend can then either send the collected data to LOFAR 
CEP in Groningen, or send the data to a local processor such as ARTEMIS. Alternatively, or in 
parallel, the data from the NenuFAR arrays can be sent to a local backend  (LANewBa=LOFAR 
Advanced New Backend). As will be detailed below, this backend will generate (in parallel) two 
types of output: Subband data, which can be provided to a future correlator, and beamlet data, 
which can be sent to the existing ARTEMIS processor and/or a future super-ARTEMIS like 
machine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: NenuFAR station setup. 
 
The inclusion of a dedicated backend in the NenuFAR project offers a number of advantages: 

• With a dedicated backend, NenuFAR will be able to observe continuously and without 
disrupting LOFAR observations. Using the connection to the LOFAR backend, NenuFAR 
can easily be integrated into the LOFAR network as a “super station” when required, but 
when LOFAR does not require the NenuFAR antenna field, it can be used separately as a 
stand-alone instrument. 

• The LOFAR LBA antennae operate in the frequency range 10-90 MHz, and the LOFAR 
station backend is capable to correlate multiple beams. The total bandwidth of the station 
beamformer, however, defined as the sum of the bandwidth of the individual beams, is 
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limited to 48 MHz (96 MHz in 8 bit mode). Similar to LOFAR LBA, the NenuFAR 
antennae will be used over the frequency range 10-85 MHz (bandwidth of 75 MHz). The 
dedicated NenuFAR backend (LANewBa=LOFAR Advances New Backend) will make use 
of recent technical development, and will offer an increased processing bandwidth 
compares to LOFAR: It will provide 160 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth, enough for two 
beams covering the full antenna bandwidth (both beams have to fit in the same analog beam 
determined by the mini-array). 

• LANewBa will feature a high dynamic range, using 14 bit digitization for improved RFI 
robustness (required at the lowest frequencies of the NenuFAR antenna band).  

• Compared to an international LOFAR LBA  field, the planned NenuFAR antenna field is 
larger (400m diameter). To assure the narrowband assumption for the beamforming 
process, LANewBa will offer the possibility to create beamlets of 97.65625 kHz. The 
standard 195.3125 kHz beamlets of LOFAR will remain possible, and switching the 
firmware between both versions will take a fraction of a second. 

• In addition, LANewBa will offer a faster computation of cross-correlations for station 
calibration (for LOFAR, one correlation matrix per second; for NenuFAR, the number will 
be higher, but the final value will depend on available hardware resources).  

• LANewBA will provide full Stokes polarization information for beamlet and crosslet 
statistics (for calibration and instrument diagnostic). 

• The backend will include a hardwired port for external trigger messages (e.g. particle 
detectors).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: LANewBA receiver structure. 
 
Figure 2 shows the planned design of the LANewBA receiver (equivalement to the RCUs+RSPs in 
the current LOFAR station). The data from the NenuFAR mini-arrays (up to 96 antenna groups with 
19 antennae each) are input as complex voltages, with two polarization channels per mini-array. 
The data are frequency-filtered before analog-to-digital conversion. To be fully compatible with 
LOFAR, a clock frequency of 200 MHz is used. Subsequently, the data are channelized by a 
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NENUFAR-EAS - OPTION 1

Isolate 1 antenna in each mini array, 
external trigger

Extension of current CODALEMA
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Wide beam



Use TBB at the scale of 1 mini-array, on each M.A.
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NENUFAR-EAS - OPTION 2

Fixed, 60° to 8° beam
depending on frequency 
and current observation

Externally 
triggered



Phase each mini array as 1 antenna in 1 direction, the whole 
covering all the sky, externally triggered

Powerful, but dedicated operation

NENUFAR-EAS - OPTION 3
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Use one of the mini arrays as composite trigger for the 
others, not externally triggered

Is it possible ? also depends on current CODALEMA compact array results, but would be 
completely autonomous ! However, dedicated observation

NENUFAR-EAS - OPTION 4
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Any other idea?

NENUFAR-EAS - OPTION 5 ?
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Lunar mode: “just ask” observing time
EAS mode: we (Nantes) obviously need help to test and 
operate it, but it’s still time to do it
Timeline: NenuFAR-1 completed 2015 (24 mini-arrays)
Around half of 96 M.A. funded, expected 2016
Completion late 2017 (?)

Instrument description and science case available: should I 
send it ?
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SO WHAT ?


